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Abstract: Prostate cancer (PCa) is a heterogeneous disease with a wide spectrum of
aggressiveness. Evidence-based guidelines are invaluable but cannot be expected to be
extensive enough to provide detailed guidance on the management of all patients. As
such, the use of individualized, risk-adapted approaches to the management of PCa is
indispensable. However, wide variation in treatment approaches observed for patients in
practice suggests that there is an unmet need to improve the individualized approach towards
patient care. A holistic approach that encompasses guidelines and evidence-based medicine
could be used to guide individualized care for patients with PCa, from first contact through
to final outcomes. As a result of an international expert meeting, this paper proposes this
approach and highlights some of the factors that can be considered when aiming to identify
patients’ profiles; individualize treatment; and improve communication between patients and
the healthcare teams.
Keywords: cancer, guidelines, multidisciplinary communication, prostate, prostatic neoplasm,
therapy

Introduction
Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most common cancer
in men [National Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence, 2008], but it is difficult to treat due to
its heterogeneity and wide spectrum of aggressiveness, from indolent to rapidly progressing. In the
last 20 years, with the widespread use of prostatespecific antigen (PSA) as a screening tool, a greater
proportion of patients present with localized
PCa and many patients have low-risk disease
[Cooperberg et al. 2007]. As not all diagnosed
patients will require treatment, and only patients
at high risk of having a deadly cancer will require
aggressive therapy, overtreatment must be avoided
to prevent the unnecessary exposure to the risk of
treatment-related adverse events [Adami, 2010].
Conversely, even localized cancer has a significant
impact upon mortality after 15 years [Johansson
et al. 2004], highlighting the need for risk-adapted
approaches to treatment.
Challenges in optimizing prostate cancer
management
It is thought that 30–40% of patients with PCa do
not receive optimum care (either overtreatment

or undertreatment), possibly indicating a lack of
adherence to diagnosis and staging guidelines,
such as those produced by the European
Association of Urology (EAU) [Heidenreich et al.
2011]. However, adherence to guidelines may be
limited by local variations in the availability of
specialists and equipment, and inability of guidelines to encompass every clinical presentation of
PCa seen in practice. As such, there are often
wide variations in treatment approaches offered
to individual patients in practice; this variation
occurs worldwide and at all stages of the disease
[Cooperberg et al. 2010; Fairley et al. 2009;
Jonsson et al. 1995; Payne and Gillatt, 2007].
The factors that result in the variation in PCa
management are numerous. Detection and staging of PCa is a difficult process with many uncertainties. PSA level is widely used for diagnosis of
PCa, but the association between PSA-based
screening and reduced mortality from PCa is
uncertain and the use of screening may be associated with overdiagnosis [Andriole et al. 2009;
Schroder et al. 2009, 2012]. Prostate biopsies are
usually taken following the second consecutive
measurement of elevated PSA level [Heidenreich
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et al. 2012]. However, urologists use different
biopsy techniques that are associated with varied
detection rates and risk of complications. For
example, while cancer detection rate is similar
between transrectal and transperineal standard
biopsies (12–14 cores) [Hara et al. 2008; Takenaka
et al. 2008], transperineal saturation biopsies (>20
cores) can detect an additional 38% of PCa compared with transrectal saturation biopsies.
Transperineal approaches are, however, limited
due the proportion of patients (10%) reporting
urinary retention [Moran et al. 2006].
Because PSA-based screening is not sufficiently
robust to standardize clinical decision making in
the management of PCa [Church, 2006], other
prognostic biomarkers have been sought.
Measurement of prostate cancer gene 3 (PCA3)
mRNA and the TMPRSS2-ERG gene fusion
mRNA in urine are potentially useful biomarkers
for the diagnosis and prognosis of localized PCa
respectively [Hessels et al. 2003, 2007; Rice et al.
2010; Salagierski and Schalken, 2012; Tomlins
et al. 2011], but as these tests are not yet reimbursed, their application in routine clinical practice is limited.
To help identify patients at most need of treatment, risk stratification of PCa has been proposed. Risk stratification tools include the
D’Amico classification system, CAPRA score,
Partin tables and Kattan nomograms. Although
these may correlate with risk, these tools are not
widely accepted and may need to be validated in
individual centers. Therefore, identifying the
presence and stage of disease, as a first step to
making management decisions, is fraught with
difficulty and contributes to the variations in
treatment received.
At each stage of PCa, a number of treatment
options are available and are recommended by
guidelines [Heidenreich et al. 2011]. In general,
there is no clear evidence base to recommend one
mode of management over another [Wilt et al.
2008]. Despite guidance, therefore, it is physician
and patient preference and values that can be the
most significant factors in the approach to management [Kramer et al. 2005]. Other factors relating to the healthcare team can also have a major
impact on management. For example, in the use
of radical prostatectomy, the choice of surgeon
may be more important than the choice of surgical
technique. Furthermore, new hormonal agents
will become available, such as the inhibitors of

cytochrome P17 (Cyp17) abiraterone [recently
licensed for the treatment of castrate-resistant
PCa (CRPC)] and orteronel, the androgen receptor antagonist enzalutamide, and other agents,
such as the immunomodulatory/antimetastatic/
antiangiogenic agent tasquinimod, and the radioisotope alpharedin (radium-223 chloride). These
agents may help treatment of CRPC [Adamo et al.
2012; Pili et al. 2011; Scher et al. 2010; Yap et al.
2011], which is currently the biggest challenge to
overcome in the management of PCa.
The choice of treatment will also be affected by
their associated side effects that may have an
impact upon quality of life (QoL) to a different
extent in different patients. A wide variety of other
factors also influence management decisions, and
these include financial, legal and other incentives,
as well as sociodemographic factors, such as ethnicity, socioeconomic status, income and place of
residence [Bauvin et al. 2003; Cooperberg et al.
2004; Fairley et al. 2009; Harlan et al. 2001;
Krupski et al. 2005]. Even within relatively small
geographical areas, these factors can result in
important variations and inequalities in the management of PCa [Fairley et al. 2009].
Beyond guidelines
There is an unmet need to improve the individualized approach towards patient care, particularly
increasing the understanding of who to treat,
when to intervene, and what treatment to use.
The factors outlined above highlight the inadequacy of guidelines and evidence-based medicine
alone for providing consistent and optimum individualized management of PCa. While ongoing
clinical research into more reliable early detection
and classification of PCa, new therapeutic agents,
and improved surgical methodology will help
improve care in the future; sharing experiences
and knowledge can also enhance current practices. The internet offers an opportunity for collaboration between healthcare professionals and
patients, enhancing communication, and improving advice on the individualization of treatment of
informed patients. One everyday way of enhancing communication is by following the DREAM
interview technique (accurate history taking, relationship building, education, providing advice,
and encouraging realistic goals) during consultations. Likewise, sharing experiences with experts
from other therapy areas (such as breast cancer)
may help PCa specialists optimize treatment
decisions.
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A holistic strategy to the management of PCa is
proposed to improve individualized patient care.
This should encompass the application of evidencebased medicine and clinical guidelines, alongside
the use of nomograms, novel disease biomarkers,
novel treatments and techniques, consideration of
the patient’s general health and comorbidities, and
improved communication between the patient and
the multidisciplinary team (MDT).
On 7–9 October 2011, a multidisciplinary meeting entitled ‘Individualized prostate cancer care in
an advancing world’ was held. The aim of the
meeting was to discuss how a holistic approach
could be used to guide individualized care for
patients with PCa, from first contact through to
final outcomes. A total of 182 participants, who
came from Western Europe (approximately 60%),
Eastern Europe (approximately 20%), Asia
(approximately 10%) and North Africa/MiddleEast (approximately 10%), attended the meeting;
attendees were principally urologists, radiooncologists and medical oncologists. In order to
test whether a worldwide group of experts could
implement a holistic approach to care, participants were presented with several hypothetical
patient scenarios (patients with localized, locally
advanced, or metastatic disease) during workshop
sessions. The group was asked to integrate guidelines, and other evidence-based medicine, to
determine the following: how each patient’s profile could be identified; which treatment options
would be appropriate in order to provide individualized care; and ways in which communication
could be improved. Key discussion points for the
workshop are outlined in Table 1.
Identifying, individualizing, and improving
patient care
Scenario 1: localized prostate cancer
A 65-year-old man with no medical history presented with normal digital rectal examination
(DRE), PSA of 4.5 ng/ml, prostate volume of
50 cc3, International Prostate Symptom Score
(IPSS) of 10, and QoL score of 2. A prostate
biopsy found 1 out of 12 positive biopsies, 1 mm
cancer, Gleason score 6 (3+3). A computed
tomography (CT) scan showed no metastasis and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) found no
suspicious nodules.
The patient underwent radical prostatectomy,
pT2a, Gleason score 6 (3 + 3), no residual tumor

after resection, unknown regional lymph node
status, and no distant metastasis (R0NxM0). At 6
weeks, PSA was 0.001 ng/ml, continence was one
pad per day and the patient had weak erection.
Discussion centered on the need for treatment or
active surveillance (AS) in low-risk PCa.
Identifying patient profiles. Low-risk PCa is a
controversial topic because the exact definition is
not yet standardized. As AS was an option in the
case presented, the discussion was focused first
on how to identify those patients that are the best
candidates for AS. The most widely used diagnostic tools were DRE and PSA (both velocity and
doubling time). Given the importance of a good
initial selection of patients for AS, the use of MRI
and an early confirmatory biopsy may also be
important. Rebiopsy during AS is mandatory, but
while the use of MRI is not widely validated and
its use depends on the experience of uroradiologists, data suggest that MRI may also be a useful
tool for PCa detection in this setting [Lawrence
et al. 2012; Nagarajan et al. 2012; Quentin et al.
2012; Shukla-Dave et al. 2012]. PCA3 is a useful
biomarker to determine whether prostate biopsies
should be performed following an initially negative biopsy outcome, but its use in AS is controversial and there is no specific reimbursement in
most countries.
There are insufficient data for the use of genetic
markers in urine for diagnosis or prognosis, and
because nomograms can be misleading in approximately 30% of cases, these should not be used at
diagnosis, but may have benefits later in the
course of disease. One point that was stressed
during the discussion was that one of the most
important factors for accurate diagnosis is the
availability of an experienced uropathologist. The
lack of a dedicated uropathologist may lead to
incorrect classification of the disease and, in turn,
suboptimal treatment.
Individualizing treatment. Most participants at
the meeting did not use nomograms routinely
(<20% stated that nomograms were used in
assessing localized PCa). A number of factors
contributed to the concerns about nomograms:
they can be time consuming and difficult to
translate to individual patients; they are not
always conclusive; most are developed with a
single patient population, at a single center at a
single time point and, as such, they lose validity
at different centers and with improvements in
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Table 1. Questions and key discussion points for the workshop sessions.
Localized

Locally advanced

Metastatic

Controversy

• H
 ow to identify
significant versus
insignificant cancers

How to choose between
different therapeutic
options

When to start treatment

Identify patient
profiles

• H
 ow to carry out
biopsies and MRIs

• U
 nderstanding and
optimizing staging tools
(MRI/CT scans)

• I dentifying the
potential for new tools
(e.g. choline PET scan)

• T
 he use of
lymphadenectomy

• Defining CRPC

• H
 ow to use markers
such as PCA3

• W
 ho can benefit from a
multimodality approach?
Individualize
treatment

• W
 hen and how to
use nomograms
effectively

 iscussing treatment
• D
options within guideline
recommendations

• Understanding
the impact on
patient QoL and
comorbidities

• E
 stablishing a MDT

 ow to manage
• H
comorbidities
• H
 ow to undertake pain
assessments
• B
 alancing improved
life expectancy without
diminishing QoL
 aking the MDT
• T
approach

Improve
communication

• E
 xplaining to a
patient that his
cancer does not
need to be treated
aggressively

 nderstanding the
• U
importance of open
discussion within a MDT
 iscussing the
• D
opportunities offered by
collaborative group trials

 xplaining the
• E
opportunities and
parameters presented
by investigational
therapies
 iscussing QoL
• D
and outpatient
management

CT, computed tomography; CRPC, castrate-resistance prostate cancer; MDT, multidisciplinary team; MRI, magnetic
resonance imaging; PCA3, prostate cancer gene 3; PET, positron emission tomography; QoL, quality of life.

diagnostic procedures over time; and the possibility that they can be affected by regional and
racial differences.
Individual factors are important when selecting
the best management strategies for patients with
low-risk PCa. Patient QoL, and the impact treatment may have upon this, is the first factor to be
considered before choosing the course of management. Factors that may have a detrimental
effect on QoL are age, comorbidities, anxiety
about AS, and cultural and social circumstances
[Huang et al. 2010; Johansson et al. 2009; Thong
et al. 2011; van de Poll-Franse et al. 2008].
Continence and erectile function are often the
most important factors to affect QoL, and therefore, the importance of these to the patient and
the possible impact of the different therapy

options should be discussed [Johansson et al.
2011; Kyrdalen et al. 2013].
Improving communication. Before proposing AS,
it is important that a psychological evaluation of
the patient is carried out, and that the MDT considers the patient’s sociodemographic status.
While AS is a well documented treatment modality in low-risk PCa, it is not well accepted in some
countries. Physicians at the meeting believed that
greater understanding of AS among patients and
their families is required (i.e. it is important that
patients understand that it is not the same as doing
nothing), because the decision on AS can only be
made with the patient’s full cooperation and agreement. Clear and homogenous recommendations
are needed to help patients understand the concept of AS [Van Poppel and Joniau, 2013].
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In clinical practice, the greatest fears expressed by
patients about their disease are generally: a fear of
death; a fear of losing their QoL; sexuality issues;
incontinence; repeated biopsies; and waiting and
the uncertainties of treatment success. This is consistent with published studies [Bellizzi et al. 2008;
Denis et al. 2012; Ihrig et al. 2011; Xu et al. 2011].
Many people expect treatment once they are diagnosed, making AS unacceptable to them. The
potential impact of surgery or treatment on QoL
must, therefore, be discussed in detail with patients.
It is particularly important to provide clear information on incontinence or erectile dysfunction, as
these are often the biggest concerns of patients
[Bellizzi et al. 2008; Johansson et al. 2011].
The participants at the meeting suggested a number of measures that could aid communication
between patients and the healthcare teams, and
thus empower patients to make more informed
choices. These included providing written information to all newly diagnosed patients; allocating
more time for well trained nurses to discuss issues
with patients; ensuring that a MDT is formed and
the various members are involved in communication with patients; and giving patients time to
decide on treatment options.
Scenario 2: locally advanced prostate cancer
Hypothetical clinical case. A 52-year-old sexually active married man with PSA of 13.5 ng/ml
(rising from 9 ng/ml 2 years earlier), DRE T2a,
and hypoechoic nodule at the posterior zone of
the right lobe. A prostate biopsy found five of six
positive biopsies on the right side [Gleason score
3 + 4 (70%)], and two of six positive biopsies on
the left side [Gleason score 4 + 4 (<30%)].
A number of options were offered, including radical prostatectomy plus lymphadenectomy; external
beam radiation with androgen deprivation therapy
or without adjuvant treatment; androgen deprivation; or high-dose-rate brachytherapy. In this case,
the patient was submitted for radical prostatectomy with lymphadenectomy. The lymphadenectomy options discussed were none, limited or
extended lymphadenectomy. The pathological
report was pT3 PCa; Gleason score 4 + 4 in two
areas of 1 cm3; one positive margin (3 mm posterior); 15 lymph node negative; and immediate
postoperative PSA at 6 weeks less than 0.1 ng/ml.
Discussion centered on the therapy options for
locally advanced disease, use of adjuvant therapies and the need for a multimodal approach.

Identifying patient profiles. Defining locally
advanced disease or high-risk localized disease
was a matter of debate. DRE, bone scans, positron emission tomography computed tomography (PET CT; where available), PSA (both
velocity and kinetics), biopsy, and MRI (if available) or transrectal ultrasonography were regularly used as staging tools among participants at
the meeting.
In the management of locally advanced disease,
lymphadenectomy should always be used when
radical prostatectomy is considered, and extended
pelvic lymph node dissection (PLND) should be
performed according to EAU guidelines [using
nomograms, which include PSA level, stage and
Gleason score, to predict lymph node invasion
(LNI) risk] [Heidenreich et al. 2011]. Limited
PLND is of less value due to the high rates of
false-negative findings. Some participants suggested that LNI could be predicted by a positive
CT scan, but published data show that a positive
scan is not a reliable measure [Briganti et al.
2011]. The inclusion of biopsy-derived information is very important when predicting LNI due
to the predictive value of percentage positive cores
for nodal metastases [Briganti et al. 2012]. While
acknowledging that the use of lymphadenectomy
in PCa is a controversial point [Briganti et al.
2009a, 2009b; Miki and Egawa, 2011; Spahn
et al. 2010], some believe that lymphadenectomy
can be curative. However, more data are needed
to confirm this belief. In some European countries, lymphadenectomy is underused in everyday
clinical practice.
When considering which patients may benefit
from which treatment approach, the group agreed
that, in addition to disease characteristics, patient
characteristics should be closely considered (e.g.
younger patients may be more suitable for multimodal treatment to preserve QoL).
Individualizing treatment. In most patients with
locally advanced disease, adhering to evidencebased guidelines provides optimal treatment, and
in most cases this would be radical prostatectomy
with lymphadenectomy or irradiation and androgen deprivation therapy [Heidenreich et al. 2011;
Mottet et al. 2011].
When patients with high-risk localized PCa or
locally advanced disease undergo radical prostatectomy, approximately 50% will require subsequent
therapy [Lu-Yao et al. 1996; Swanson et al. 2002],
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but there was no consensus on whether this should
be immediate or salvage, which reflects the uncertainty of the evidence [Cozzarini and Di Muzio,
2011; Nielsen et al. 2010]. In lower-risk locally
advanced disease, there were different preferences
for radiation therapy and surgery among participants. With radiation therapy, androgen blockade is
recommended as adjuvant therapy for a period of 2
years, but with surgery, androgen blockade therapy
is only recommended for node-positive patients
[Mottet et al. 2011]. Participants agreed that the
number of lymph nodes affected could be used as a
prognostic factor in order to determine the need for
immediate adjuvant therapy; however, when less
than two nodes are involved, then there was no consensus on whether androgen blockade should be
immediate or delayed [Briganti et al. 2009b;
Steuber et al. 2011]. Guidelines state that it is
unclear whether early androgen blockade should
still be used in the era of increased detection of
microscopic involvement as a result of more extensive LND [Heidenreich et al. 2012].
A concept that was generally accepted among
participants was that the MDT approach is
important when treating this kind of patient, with
involvement of urologists, radiotherapists, oncologists, radiologists and pathologists. Involvement
of the MDT should represent the future approach
to PCa management. However, due to time constraints in practice, discussion of cases in MDT
sessions is often restricted to highly selected
patients only (usually patients with a number of
possible treatment options, for which a discussion
and shared decision may be needed).
Improving communication. It was agreed that the
advantage of the MDT approach is that it encourages the team to consider evidence-based guidelines, and therefore, optimize patient management.
In discussions with the patient and their spouses,
it is important to discuss the side effects of treatment and issues of sexual function and incontinence. Psychological support may be needed for
some patients to deal with these issues [Heidenreich et al. 2012; White et al. 2012], and so a psychologist may be an important addition to the
MDT. Generally, participants felt that the MDT
should meet weekly [Gomella, 2012; Lamb et al.
2011a, 2011b].
Scenario 3: metastatic prostate cancer
A 65-year-old man who was asymptomatic had a
performance status of 0, DRE cT3, PSA of 430

ng/ml with a PSA doubling time of 6 months. He
had no hypercalcemia or renal insufficiency.
Prostate biopsy found 8 of 12 positive biopsies. He
had adenocarcinoma with Gleason score 9 (4 +
5). A bone scintigraphy showed bone metastases.
A high PSA, low PSA doubling time and high
Gleason score may indicate poor prognosis. A
number of options were suggested, including
immediate androgen blockade; deferred androgen blockade; continuous androgen blockade;
intermittent androgen blockade; or chemotherapy
plus hormonal treatment. In this case, hormonal
therapy with complete androgen blockade was
initiated. A PSA nadir of 0.1 ng/ml was reached
and remained stable for approximately 9 months.
However, 6 months after this, three consecutive
PSA measurements confirmed a rise to 0.8 ng/ml.
Discussion centered on treatment options, such
as stopping antiandrogen therapy, starting chemotherapy with docetaxel, stopping all hormonal
treatment, or enrolling the patient in a clinical
trial with new-generation hormone therapy.
Identifying patient profiles. Several tools are used
to diagnose tumor spreading in metastatic PCa.
In many countries, bone scintigraphy and CT or
MRI of the pelvis and abdomen are used; however, this two-step approach has limited sensitivity and specificity. Whole-body MRI (WBMRI) as
a one-step screening test has been shown to outperform bone scintigraphy with targeted x-rays
for detection of PCa bone metastases, and performs as well as CT for evaluating enlarged lymph
nodes [Lecouvet et al. 2012]. It is therefore
thought that WBMRI may replace the current
multimodality metastatic workup for the concurrent evaluation of bones and lymph nodes in
high-risk patients with PCa.
PET scans are useful for identifying metastases in
patients with PSA relapse following radical prostatectomy [Cirillo et al. 2009; Heinisch et al.
2006; Kotzerke et al. 2002]. The role of choline
PET scan was discussed but the results achieved
are not as good as initially anticipated [Bauman
et al. 2012]. Choline PET scans were proposed as
a helpful tool in very specific situations, such as
when there is visceral involvement, when there is
a slow PSA rise after irradiation or radical prostatectomy, and in other demanding scenarios (for
example, in patients with rapidly progressive PSA
but no evidence of metastasis using conventional
tools such as MRI, CT scan or bone scans).
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However, cost and availability limit the use of
choline PET scans in some countries. The ‘trigger’ PSA (the cutoff for obtaining good results
with a PET scan) may need to be more clearly
defined before this technique is widely accepted
[Castellucci et al. 2011; Graute et al. 2012].
A wide variety of tools and markers are used to
predict survival in patients with metastatic disease: PSA doubling time and levels; Gleason
score; bone scans; and presence of visceral metastases [Crnalic et al. 2012; Kambara et al. 2010;
Robinson et al. 2008]. Nomograms may be useful
in some circumstances and there is some evidence
that testosterone levels may have some predictive
qualities [Xylinas et al. 2011]. Ultimately, the use
of various tools to predict prognosis depends
upon local facilities and resources, which are
limited in some regions (such as many parts of
Eastern Europe).
Individualizing treatment. In the individualization of treatment, a clear definition of CRPC is
needed. The current definition of CRPC is generally regarded as sufficient: serum testosterone levels of less than 50 ng/dl; three consecutive rises of
PSA level, 1 week apart (the final PSA level reaching >2 ng/ml); PSA progression despite hormonal
manipulations; antiandrogen withdrawal for at
least 4 weeks for flutamide or 6 weeks for bicalutamide; and progression of clinical or bone lesions
[Mottet et al. 2011]. However, it needs to be
determined whether two consecutive rises in PSA
would be enough to identify CRPC.
In most clinical practices of meeting participants,
hormone therapy with luteinizing hormonereleasing hormone (LHRH) agonists is usually
incorporated. In some countries, LHRH agonists
are combined with bicalutamide. Generally,
LHRH agonists are either prescribed for 2–4
weeks after flareup, or for 6 months continuously
and then intermittently if PSA levels are low (or
the patient has underlying cardiovascular risk factors). If patients do not respond to LHRH agonist
therapy (or if the patient has cardiovascular risk
factors) they are generally referred to oncologists
for chemotherapy [Heidenreich et al. 2012].
The participants at the meeting estimated that in
their countries, less than 10% of patients with metastatic disease undergo orchiectomy (usually indicated due to age or nonadherence with medical
therapies); it was generally accepted that discussion of potential side effects is important. In some

countries, bisphosphonates are used to prevent
bone events, or are indicated in the case of symptomatic bone metastasis in patients with CRPC.
Although new agents are currently being developed and some of them are already accepted by
regulatory authorities in Europe and North
America, they are not yet considered as common
therapies in clinical practice. However in the near
future, it may be possible to use newer agents
even before using chemotherapy. At the time of
the meeting, preclinical and clinical data suggested that agents such as abiraterone (recently
approved for use in CRPC), enzalutamide (also
recently approved), tasquinimod and cabazitaxel
represented a strong opportunity for future treatment [Heidenreich et al. 2012], and they may
maintain QoL for longer. Skeletal-related events
may also be managed better in future with, for
example, monoclonal antibodies to receptor activator of nuclear factor κB ligand (RANKL), such
as denosumab [Bekker et al. 2004; Boyle et al.
2003; Fizazi et al. 2011].
Improving communication. Again the MDT is
crucial for metastatic PCa management. Investigational therapies are discussed within the MDT
and with the patient in most centers, but patient
reluctance and lack of facilities may prevent newer
therapies being tried in some centers.
Supportive care was discussed and it was suggested
that patients need a local contact within the healthcare team to ensure that QoL issues are handled on
an outpatient basis. However, some issues (such as
pain) still need to be discussed with, and managed
by, the MDT. Pain is the main QoL concern in
these patients [Cleeland, 2006; Serlin et al. 1995];
other key concerns are skeletal events, hot flashes,
and fatigue [Jonler et al. 2005;Weinfurt et al. 2005].
All of these need an integrated approach to management and usually the patient and their family
require psychological help.
Key points
Identifying patients with prostate cancer
(1)	Since clinical factors are important in identifying patients suitable for AS or intervention,
particular attention must be paid to the tools
for classification. The availability of an experienced uropathologist is crucial to ensure
correct pathological classification.
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(2)	MRI is generally considered underused in
localized PCa. EAU guidelines suggest the
use of MRI when a clinical suspicion of
PCa persists despite negative biopsy
[Heidenreich et al. 2011], but its wider use
may be beneficial.
(3)	In locally advanced disease, the selection of
patients for a multimodal approach may
depend more on patient characteristics (e.g.
age and presence of comorbidities) than is
currently acknowledged in guidelines.
(4) In assessing metastatic disease, some specific
situations were proposed in which choline
PET scans and WBMRI may be helpful; however, use of these techniques may be limited
by local availability.
Individualizing management of patients with
prostate cancer and improving communication
(1) To help with management decisions in lowrisk localized disease, patients need to be provided with clear and consistent information
on AS, the impact that treatment and management decisions will have on QoL (particularly on continence and erectile function),
and the risks and benefits of newer therapies.
As these factors are not always understood by
patients, good communication is essential.
(2) Equally importantly, the MDT needs to
understand the main concerns and preferences of the patient, and provide individualized information to allow patients to make
informed choices.
(3) EAU guidelines mention the need for MDT
involvement [Heidenreich et al. 2011], but
this should be emphasized more strongly,
because the establishment of a MDT is
important not just to aid optimum treatment
of patients, but also to ensure that communication between the various members of the
team and the patient and their families is efficient and meets the needs of the patient.
(a)	The team should involve urologists, radiotherapists, oncologists, radiologists
and pathologists.
(b)	A specialist nurse can be a crucial inclusion
in the MDT to maintain regular contact
with the patient and their relatives/carers.
Psychological support may be needed
(c)	
for some patients to deal with issues of
sexual function and incontinence, and so
a psychologist may be an important addition to the MDT.
(d) Generally, the MDT should meet weekly.

Conclusion
Published guidelines on PCa provide excellent
information on the evidence available, but by
their nature cannot give specific guidance on individual cases. A more individualized approach to
patient care that is based on guidelines and evidence, but which draws upon many other factors,
is essential for the management of PCa.
Appropriate imaging tools and predictive models,
such as nomograms and staging tools, and genetic
markers, should be used if available and in an
evidence-based manner for assessment of the disease. Patient-specific factors, such as comorbidities, QoL issues and treatment preferences, also
need to be assessed along with the availability of
the relevant medical specialists and equipment.
Only then should evidence-based guidelines be
used to guide individualized treatment. The introduction of a MDT is crucial for designing local
care programs and for enhancing efficient communication so the patient fully understands the
options available to them.
It is hoped that meetings such as the ‘Individualized
prostate cancer care in an advancing world’ meeting, and reports of their key discussion points will
encourage more MDTs worldwide to consider
the individual factors that influence the management of PCa and to adopt a holistic and individualized approach to patient care.
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